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It started two years ago. Our daughter was having a baby. My first thought was to build her a rocking 
chair. It has been 20 years since I had a woodworking project of that proportion. Rockers are quite 
personal in fitting and a distance of 1265.3 miles (according to Google) separated us; not a good 
obstacle to try and overcome. This decision was reached during the first trimester. We then decided to 
build something for the baby. Great grandma on her daddy’s side had dibs on the bed situation. So that 
lets out an infant rocking bed or crib. It took a few more months to hit on an idea. Twenty-eight years 
ago I built a rocking horse for my daughters following a magazine article on weekend woodworking 
projects. There we go. We now had a solid idea to work from. Now the question was -What kind of 
rocker? I went through a lot of articles and saw tons of images of rockers of all types; horses, chairs, 
ergonomic (yes, for kids), vehicles, you name it. If it could be put on rails (the term for the two pieces 
of wood that will turn anything into a “rocker”. This took a while, but then I had an epiphany moment. 
My granddaughter’s room, and even some of her clothing, was themed in monkeys. This was great. In 
all the images I pored through I failed to see one rocking monkey. This choice also has a secondary 
significance. My parents, siblings, and Anne and I have taken to sending monkey cards among each 
other over the years.  
 
Anyway, back on track. Over the next couple of months I set to designing the rocker. One of my biggest 
obstacles was to know how to design the rails so they would rock properly. Too small a radius and you 
have a very short rock before tipping over. A radius too large and you will barely get any action. I again 
took to good old Google and discovered that the ideal radius in laying out rails for any rocker is to take 
the height of the seat (whether chair or horse or monkey) and multiply by pi. Remember that grade 
school math you thought you would never see again? Remember that this number seems to have no 
ending decimal? It pops up in the strangest ways. So, my sitting height for my monkey is 16” from the 
floor to the seat. This number times pi gives me right at 50.25 inches. Now that I have the most critical 
piece of the furniture resolved, it’s time to begin building. Hold on a minute. This space for my articles 
is not for me to ramble without purpose. So here’s more to the story. Life got in the way, as it seems to 
do so often, and it was many months before I actually went to the woodworking store to purchase my 
supplies. I bought the standard items – the requisite board feet of high-quality hardwood, glue, 
sandpaper, and a new band saw blade since this would be my workhorse tool for the project. Then, 
once in the store, I got to looking at some new tools. Needless to say, I probably spent more on tools 
than I did supplies. It is several days before my daughter and her husband and our granddaughter are 
coming to visit. I only hope that her rocker will be ready for her to enjoy it. 
 
What has all of this got to do with disaster planning? Let’s take a quick look. Our daughter told us she 
was pregnant. I wanted to build something. Through procrastination and life events it has taken almost 
two years to bring my idea to fruition. This is my point. I had two years and I am still going like 
gangbusters to finish on time. Now what happens when you have at best two or three days to prepare? 
Do you think you are ready? Are you sure you have everything you need or would like to have for 
comfort? If you have a disaster plan but haven’t spent much time on it, now would be the time to decide 
to get back on the horse and complete your project. 
 
I hope you have enjoyed my little slice of my life this month. God bless and take care.  
 
Jeff Campbell 


